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Chapter 4 cont’d 
 
19:00:44 Joe and Marissa: Joe and Marissa mid-city los Angeles 
19:01:53 Alison Roy: Alison in Los Angeles for the week 
19:02:39 Sharon Hinckley: Sharon Hinckley ~ Namaste from La Jolla, California 
 
19:08:07 AG-Scribe: 7581 years ago, a live broadcast from the battlefield Kurukshetra 
19:09:07 AG-Scribe: Sanjaya was remote viewing from farther away. 
19:09:58 AG-Scribe: the world's most profound amazing discussion live broadcast on the 

"innernet" 
 
19:10:03 Jeffrey chants: guru mantras: 

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 
I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight of knowledge, 

has forced open my eyes that were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 
 

Om guru brahma guru vishnu 
guru devo maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para brahma 

tasmai shri guruveh namaha 
 

The guru reveals Brahma, the creator. 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver. 
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The guru reveals shiva, the destroyer. 
The guru reveals the supreme Brahman. 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru. 

19:10:55 Jeffrey chants: Mahabharata mantra: 
narayanam namaskritya naram chaiva narottamam 

devim sarasvatim vyasam tato jayam udirayet 
Narayana, the supreme resting place of all humans 

Nara (Arjuna), the ideal human  
Sarasvati, the devi of learning, 

And Veda Vyasadeva, who compiled the Vedic literature in written form… 
By honouring and respecting them 

Our pursuit of dharma can be successful. 

19:12:01 AG-Scribe: this knowledge passed down from very early on, a user’s manual. 
given by Krishna to the deva of the Sun originally. The descent of wisdom from 
the realm of Brahman from which all things originally emanated. 

19:12:39 AG-Scribe: most languages twist and the message gets lost - linguistic drift. 
19:13:39 AG-Scribe: no other religion has the literal words that were its origin - they were 

written down years or centuries after they occurred, and they didn't have perfect 
languages to bring that knowledge forward precisely. 

19:14:30 AG-Scribe: and their dating is hearsay. The Mahabharata/Bhagavad Gita is 
based on exact astronomical observations. 

19:15:38 AG-Scribe: the other cultures with less precision have spoken despicably about 
the Vedic culture and the Sanskrit language of India, denigrated and dismissed 
the only scientific culture of antiquity that we know of and that still has all that 
science. 

19:19:41 AG-Scribe: English is an object-oriented language - has clear meaning for 
objects but not for ideas and concepts. 

19:20:07 AG-Scribe: e.g., "spiritual," "inspiring" just mean “breathing.” 
19:20:32 Sharon Hinckley: A yoga teacher told me that Sanskrit is “the language of God. 

English is the language of Commerce.” 
 
AG note – we stopped and restarted the transmission here due to technical issues. 
 
19:29:25 AG-Scribe: language and impact on translation 
19:32:00 AG-Scribe: the (previous) books’ and translations’ transmission were amazing 

but the gurus’ and acharyas’ English wasn't good enough to really properly 
translate exactly - so this translation is to make it clearer. Not to say that earlier 
versions were bad, they just needed some clearing up. 

19:32:14 AG-Scribe: and we have to learn Sanskrit to really learn this, even with a 
translation! 
19:32:31 AG-Scribe: just like we have to learn how to use a computer or phone. 
19:32:46 AG-Scribe: we need to program our intelligence with the right words. 
19:33:02 AG-Scribe: bringing the Bhagavad Gita to new clarity, and the other explanations 

are brilliant too. 
19:33:28 AG-Scribe: remove English words that should not be used at all. 
19:33:59 AG-Scribe: this is the first time this has happened since colonization and this is 

why this new translation is "radical." 
 
19:34:05 AG-Scribe: ch4 v 12 v 174 
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19:34:13 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan is the ultimate being who has avatared. 
19:34:36 AG-Scribe: The Supreme came to earth and spoke this conversation. 
19:34:48 AG-Scribe: the ultimate source of everything that exists came in a human form 

and shared wisdom. 
19:35:28 AG-Scribe: Arjuna on our behalf is facing a dilemma. Krishna earlier said, "let this 

yodha (conflict) be your yoga." 
 
19:35:58 Sandi - VASA: Forbidden word "the Vedas are not MYTHS" (false) 
 
19:36:08 AG-Scribe: this conversation is for US. 
19:36:52 AG-Scribe: who am I, why am I here, why was I born, why do I die - I don't want 

to, why do I age - I don't want to, and why don't I get everything that I want? why 
is it so difficult? such a tease! why is life so unfair? why is it so beautiful and 
paradoxical?? 

19:37:00 AG-Scribe: these questions should be driving our life! 
19:37:10 AG-Scribe: we never had these questions answered for us. 
19:37:24 AG-Scribe: they just want us to go get a job and be a wage slave rather than 

have wisdom! 
 
19:38:05 AG-Scribe: 174 - yajna (yugya) offered to devas to perfect the offeror’s material 

condition. 
19:38:21 AG-Scribe: these rituals do bring material success. 
19:38:34 AG-Scribe: devas are the personified beings representing the laws of nature. 
19:39:34 AG-Scribe: yajna is the process to reciprocate with nature and create a loop - us 

receiving nature’s abundance and saying thank you, giving back. closing the loop 
back to those intelligences in nature that are responsible for us enjoying life, the 
unseen players in the universe whose purposeful actions keep our needs fulfilled. 

19:39:53 AG-Scribe: we need to get into a circular relationship with them === ecology 
19:40:58 AG-Scribe: unless we get in a reciprocal relationship, we are a thief, a colonizer, 

and will destroy the planet. 
19:41:26 AG-Scribe: fire yajna 
 
19:43:40 AG-Scribe: 175 - the four varnas 
19:44:13 AG-Scribe: distribute responsibility and material empowerment throughout the 

social body. 
19:45:29 AG-Scribe: varna XXX caste = the family you were born in and the privileges you 

get automatically by being born in it. it is in use throughout the world. it is not 
Indian. your children have status in society because you made money and 
passed it on to your children and they have no training or merit for having all this 
power. 

19:45:40 AG-Scribe: 4 general categories of occupation 
19:47:25 AG-Scribe: 1. professor - brahmin - make a living from your knowledge and 

passing it on to others. 
2. protector - kshatriya - a warrior trained in weapons and protection with a code 
of conduct. 
3. producer - vaishya - grow crops, make products, entrepreneur, circulate 
finances. 
4. provider of a service - shudra - provide a skillset to other people with dignity 
and grace. 

19:48:14 AG-Scribe: these varnas were created by Krishna so society can cooperate 
peacefully. 
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19:49:21 AG-Scribe: type into the chat which varna you are in!! 
19:49:36 AG-Scribe: what is your varna? 
19:49:38 Kate Young: I am a shudra. 
19:49:39 Daniel Pensenti: shudra 
19:50:00 AG-Scribe: and say what you do specifically! 
19:50:14 AG-Scribe: I’m a shudra right now I guess, for a brahmin! 
 
19:51:40 AG-Scribe: Krishna is not attached to the results of what he does - gets no 
karma. 
 
19:51:58 Kate Young: I currently just provide a service to my gurus, Jeffrey Ji and Sandi Ji 

as seva and my community in weekly litter pick up on a portion of the North Dyke; 
a walking trail. 

 
19:52:13 AG-Scribe: act this way and don't be bound to the stringent laws of karma. do 

what you are supposed to do for your dharma, for the truth of it, not for the 
outcome. 

 
19:52:56 AG-Scribe: your varna is actually your occupation, not what you do in service 

(though they can be the same) 
19:52:58 Daniel Pensenti: caregiving & creating organic juice for others to stay healthy. 
19:53:13 AG-Scribe: we get to know a bit about each other if you feel to share. 
19:53:18 AG-Scribe: lovely - Kate and Daniel 
 
19:53:49 AG-Scribe: purposeful action - the cause-and-effect process in nature 
 
19:54:13 Kate Young: I am technically "retired" and am providing service where I can until I 

determine my next paying role in this lifetime. 
 
19:54:43 AG-Scribe: 180 - buddhi - the refined faculty by which we make subtle 

discernments. how do I not get negative reactions for actions?? 
19:55:08 AG-Scribe: free of selfish desires and ulterior motives 
 
19:55:13 Beverly Akhurst: @Andrea - was listening and just saw your post. 
 
19:55:21 AG-Scribe: "integrity" 
 
19:55:40 Beverly Akhurst: I am Professor …Teacher of Yoga and Wellness…have always 

been a teacher of something. 
 
19:55:57 AG-Scribe: the fire of perfected knowing. 
 
19:56:05 AG-Scribe: thanks for sharing Bev - and teaching. 
 
19:56:08 Sandi - VASA: Feel free to type your answers in the chat if Jeffrey asks -- 
 
19:56:34 AG-Scribe: pandita buddha 
 
19:56:42 Sandi - VASA: #181 
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19:56:56 Alison Roy: combo mostly Shudra/part Brahmin? depending on the day; I am 
presently in LA as a design consultant advising about costume/beauty. I teach 
people how to make clothes to reveal certain things in a person to create a 
character and I draft patterns with which to do this… 

 
19:57:03 AG-Scribe: buddha doesn't mean they know everything. They know how to 

negate the reactions to action with buddhi. 
 
19:57:26 Sandi - VASA: #182 
 
19:57:48 AG-Scribe: lovely Alison! 
19:57:56 AG-Scribe: Marissa works in film in costume in LA! 
19:58:44 Alison Roy: really?! Yay! 
 
19:59:25 QnA - Zubin: v. 17 - what is forbidden action? 
19:59:46 AG-Scribe: asked by a karma yogi! 
20:00:27 AG-Scribe: dharma - dhri - the essence of something which if you take it away 

that thing is no longer itself. 
20:00:45 AG-Scribe: svadharma - one's own dharma = your varna - your occupational 
category 
20:01:22 AG-Scribe: each group of actors has actions and forbidden actions that go with 

their occupation. e.g., a warrior can't kill women, children and elderly no matter 
which side of the conflict. 

20:02:22 AG-Scribe: sanatana dharma = always true, not relative to circumstance or your 
body etc. It is ALWAYS wrong to harm babies. it is forbidden for everyone. only 
one dharma for babies -- protect and provide for them. 

20:02:40 AG-Scribe: punya and papa 
20:03:10 AG-Scribe: the cosmic score card keeps track of everything we do. punya when 

we are aligned with dharma. papa when we go against dharma. 
20:03:33 AG-Scribe: punya - you should do ==> sukh - pleasure 
20:03:39 AG-Scribe: papa==> dukh – pain - don't do it 
20:04:16 AG-Scribe: at some future life we get pain and wonder why -- we made it back 

there in a previous life! 
20:04:57 AG-Scribe: we are not creating our present pains in the moment or receiving 

them from someone else, or we feel things are unfair - but they are actually dukh 
we created before 

 
20:06:29 QnA - Geza: v. 174 - conscious and unconscious yajna? 
20:06:38 AG-Scribe: do asuras do yajna? No, not really. 
20:06:51 AG-Scribe: full on asuras don't care about yajna at all. 
20:07:04 AG-Scribe: and if you don't care about reciprocating you are likely to become an 

asura. 
20:07:22 AG-Scribe: if all you do is take, that is a pretty good definition of an asura. 
20:08:00 AG-Scribe: other people (who are not asuras) do care, but they are only here for 

material enjoyment and they say thank you, they perform the everyday yajna, 
basic etiquette in everyone’s life. 

20:08:23 AG-Scribe: we are so out of whack with this process we have forgotten. 
20:08:52 AG-Scribe: we think it's normal that we are burning down the entire house except 

for the room we are in. We are all asuras, really. 
20:09:08 AG-Scribe: our whole civilization is asuric. 
20:09:24 AG-Scribe: and doesn't make sure people are responsible or thanking the devas. 
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20:10:37 AG-Scribe: yajna is the first step for yogis, but yogis go beyond that even to a 
higher consciousness, asking questions about the final destination, not just the 
devic destination. 

20:10:42 Sandi - VASA: In a vastu book JA read that every time we build a house or 
disrupt nature, we are disturbing nature. This is one of the reasons we must 
understand yajna and vastu. 

20:11:17 AG-Scribe: the Abrahamic religions do have rules of behaviour to try to keep 
society from harming each other, but then they started stealing from the whole 
world in the name of their religion. 

20:12:43 AG-Scribe: the yajna could seem to be the final goal and the Vedic culture is very 
concerned with yajna - ecology - and if you do that you won't get papa, you will 
be on the deva side. and nudged in the direction of the final destination. 

 
20:13:26 QnA - Zubin: Are there places in the Vedic library with these rules of behavior? 
20:14:03 AG-Scribe: Manu Smriti - Manu Samhita 
20:14:18 AG-Scribe dictates of humans coming from the original manu given at the very 

beginning. 
20:14:52 AG-Scribe: Nitti Shastra "nitty gritty" - the things you need to know to accomplish 

something correctly - common sense. 
 
20:15:01 Prashant Subramanian: knowledge attitude practice 
 
20:15:03 Sandi - VASA: MANU Smriti, Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Bhagavad Gita!! 
 
20:15:23 Prashant Subramanian: all these messages must reach every single living being 

to make planet earth a better place. 
 
20:15:28 AG-Scribe: yoga yamas and niyamas - rules and behaviours of our lifestyle 
 
20:16:02 AG-Scribe: yes, we hope these and other teachings reach everyone!! 
 
20:16:12 Sandi - VASA: 

https://jeffreyarmstrong.com/collections/audio-courses/products/perfecting-the-8-l
imbs-of-yoga-complete-series?_pos=2&_sid=ca340fe55&_ss=r 

 
20:16:50 Sandi - VASA: Jeffrey recommends ALL his students to get the above series - 
 
20:18:38 Sharon Hinckley: Penang is so beautiful. 
 
20:18:44 Comment from Prashant Subramanian: Jeffrey ji is a beacon of hope and his 

message needs to reach out to more people!! 
20:19:42 AG-Scribe: how can we get him out there?? 
20:24:35 Pardip Kumar: KEEEP SPREADING THE ENERGY. 
20:25:36 Prashant Subramanian: Danyavad Jeff Ji 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 
 
20:26:22 AG-Scribe: v. 183 
20:26:37 AG-Scribe: the fruit of action is what causes the bewilderment and the karma. 
20:27:03 AG-Scribe: see oneself as the atma, with actions coming just from the body. 
20:27:46 AG-Scribe: with no desires, not grasping anything, no acquisitive motives -- no 

karmic reactions are created!! 
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20:28:07 AG-Scribe: nice to have you all on from Malaysia tonight!! Namaste! 
 
20:30:18 Sandi - VASA: #186 
20:28:33 AG-Scribe: every action has become a yajna. 
20:29:27 AG-Scribe: first place in Bhagavad Gita where the Christian word "god" is used. 
20:29:40 AG-Scribe: Brahma hutam 
20:30:20 AG-Scribe: "hutam" - whatever is offered into the fire - back to yajna - is Brahman 

- the very source of everything. 
20:30:57 AG-Scribe: that sacred fire is also brahman, the ghee that is offered is also 

brahman... the hutam = gutam (German) = gut (Dutch) = god (English) 
20:31:31 AG-Scribe: the single word that English has for the supreme being was taken by 

colonizers and made into the English word god, but it is really the smoke arising 
from a pagan yajna, a pagan fire sacrifice. 

20:32:26 AG-Scribe: all of these things are Brahman - the yajna process is pointing back to 
the source rather than greedily taking whatever is in front of me. 

20:33:04 AG-Scribe: but holier-than-thou-I get-to-steal-from-you-Christianity (not all 
Christians are like that) is using a Sanskrit word they don't know or understand 
and criticizing "Hindus" for worshipping many gods. 

20:33:18 AG-Scribe: their one word for god is Sanskrit mispronounced! 
 
20:33:29 Sandi - VASA: English Language Learners Definition of pagan: 

A person who worships many gods or goddesses or the earth or nature: a person 
whose religion is paganism. old-fashioned + often offensive: a person who is not 
religious or whose religion is not Christianity, Judaism, or Islam. 

 
20:33:36 AG-Scribe: irony of this along with the truth of it 
20:33:45 AG-Scribe: everything originally came from and leads us to the source of 
everything. 
20:33:56 AG-Scribe: Brahman is the great light that feeds the Sun. 
20:34:25 AG-Scribe: the sun feeds the wood, the wood feeds the fire, etc. 
20:35:05 AG-Scribe: this is ecology and training wheels for humans who just wish to enjoy 

-- a way to prevent getting terrible karmas and keep from destroying the planet. 
but Brahman is the ultimate destination, not the devas. 

 
20:35:06 Sandi - VASA: Pagan = Bhagan = Bhagavan = Bhagavad Gita 
20:35:24 AG-Scribe: offer the devas a bite first and change your attitude so you become 

grateful instead of a thief. 
 
20:35:49 AG-Scribe: stopping at 187. 
 
20:35:55 AG-Scribe: questions? 
20:36:02 AG-Scribe: “Holy Smokes!” 
20:36:12 AG-Scribe: videos on!!! 
 
20:37:12 QnA - Sarala: is this a prequel to chapter 11 and where we see the fire we are all 

going into? 
20:38:26 AG-Scribe: more than a prequel! This tells us everything is Brahman and always 

remember that. 
20:38:41 AG-Scribe: the connections are everywhere! 
 
20:39:13 Prashant Subramanian: gold gospel glory 
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20:39:36 Prashant Subramanian lies have travelled half the world before truth puts on its 
socks. 
20:39:55 Prashant Subramanian: how do u change the psyche of our young ones? 
 
20:40:50 QnA - Laurel: why is yajna spelled so weird in transliteration? 
20:42:15 AG-Scribe: it was butchered. (see the video for more on that lol) 
 
20:45:06 QnA - Julia: re: hutam - brahman is a much bigger concept…? 
20:45:31 AG-Scribe: but what is the difference between Brahman, Bhagavan, and 
Paramatma!? 
20:45:45 AG-Scribe: different meaning of all these terms... 
 
20:46:02 Prashant Subramanian: I realize god is an activity not someone up there catching 

a cold and keeping the account book on our sins. 
20:46:19 Prashant Subramanian: and for us Dharmic ppl - we need a god conscious. 
 
20:46:47 AG-Scribe: Brahman = sat, chitt, ananda, vigraha - 3/4 of existence 
20:47:04 AG-Scribe: prakriti - 1/4 of existence - to do by cause and effect again and again. 
 
20:47:26 Prashant Subramanian: briha - brilliance 
20:47:51 Prashant Subramanian: jiva kala 
 
20:48:29 AG-Scribe: the atma is a little bit of Brahman that can get trapped in prakriti, they 

can never stop being little chunks, little extensions of Brahman. In that sense, we 
are Brahman, but we are not the whole thing. In quality we are Brahman but not 
in quantity. That’s why matter has covered us over. 

 
20:48:57 AG-Scribe: AG note @prashant - be careful when using the word god, as he has 

just pointed out it has very little meaning. 
20:49:09 Prashant Subramanian: a part of gold is always gold. 
20:49:16 AG-Scribe: yes 
 
20:49:43 AG-Scribe: jiva atma == eve and Adam??? 
 
20:50:49 AG-Scribe: v.184 - who is not envious of others. 

Homework: watch when we become envious of someone or something or 
someone's things 

 
20:51:57 AG-Scribe: for anyone who wants to check out Laurel's work: 

www.WordMagicGlobal.com 
20:52:06 AG-Scribe: YouTube channel Laurel Airica 
 
20:52:48 AG-Scribe: "aham brahmasmi" - my atma is a spark that flew out of Brahman and 

remains as such. It doesn't blend with matter or with Brahman when I go back. 
20:55:00 AG-Scribe: "academons" - the academics who were part of the colonizing and 

intentionally obscured the Sanskrit meaning and language. 
 
20:57:50 Sandi - VASA: FYI --- Premieres Jan 28.2021: Jeffrey Armstrong & Adi Satsangi 

on "What is Heaven & Hell." Over 5000 university students watched this live - 
view the replay. 
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What is Hell & Heaven? #Gita with Jeffrey & Adi; #Sattology 
youtube.com 

20:58:09 AG-Scribe: Sattology 
20:59:55 Alison Roy: Sattology YouTube says 7:30am but no time zone? 
21:00:52 Sandi - VASA: Sattology originates in California - once it’s up on YouTube - its 

available. 
21:01:21 Alison Roy: thank you. 
 
21:04:48 QnA - Daniel: v.182 – how does one stay in that neutral point? 
21:05:06 AG-Scribe: what do I hold onto while I am acting?? 
21:05:31 AG-Scribe: we are used to juggling matter all the time. 
21:05:59 AG-Scribe: but they are all places of attachment rather than liberation or moksha. 
21:06:13 AG-Scribe: our consciousness is being pulled inside out as we grab ahold of 
matter. 
21:06:23 AG-Scribe: focus upon yourself as the atma, and whatever you do out here 

doesn't command you. 
21:06:35 AG-Scribe: Don't be attached to the outcome. Do your part; the rest isn't up to 
you. 
21:07:29 Prashant Subramanian: Welcome to the karma restaurant (karma café). You can 

order what you want, but you will get what you deserve! 
21:07:47 AG-Scribe: you create karma by grabbing and claiming something - welcome to 

the karma restaurant! stay focused on the atma, not the matter. 
21:08:01 AG-Scribe: 

How you are when you do 
Is how the karma comes back to you. 

 
21:10:55 QnA - Allan: how does a yogi go through life and not be attached? 
21:10:59 Alison Roy: What’s the name of the Bruce Lee movie referred to? there are so 
many. 
21:11:30 AG-Scribe: Bruce Lee never responded to outside action. he was always acting 

by choice, not responding. 
21:11:36 AG-Scribe: don't be tied to the outcome of anything you do. 
21:11:56 AG-Scribe: everything you do from compulsion takes away more of your 
freedom. 
21:12:09 joe & Marissa: Is it Be Water? Bruce Lee movie? 
21:12:15 AG-Scribe: not sure - I think it's a Bruce Lee biography or maybe it’s all his 
movies? 
21:12:18 Sandi - VASA: unconscious compulsion seems to be the secret to attracting more 

karma :) 
 
21:14:38 JA Chants: 

hari haraya namaha 
krishna yadavayah namaha 

yadavaya madhavaya keshavaya namaha 
gopala govinda ram shri madhu sudhan 
giridari gopinatha mahadhana mohan 

 
21:14:41 AG-Scribe: sing to Krishna!!!! 
21:15:15 AG-Scribe: mahadhana mohan - the being who is so beautiful that even Cupid - 

kama deva - is bewildered by the beauty of Bhagavan. 
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21:15:34 AG-Scribe be in relationship with Bhagavan - don't try! feel the closeness and 
intimacy. it's a love story, not a war story. 

21:15:45 Prashant Subramanian: too beautiful 
21:15:48 Sharon Hinckley: Namaste 
21:16:05 AG-Scribe: AG note: I've never heard him sing this and he's sung it now three 

times!! initiation right there! sing this one. 
 
21:16:41 Thavan Subramaniam: Awesome.  Thank you. 
21:16:56 Kate Young: Namaste 
21:17:00 Prashant Subramanian: Jai shree krishna 
21:19:51 Judy Orloff: thank you. 
21:20:44 Kate Young: the notes are in the stream account when the video is posted. 
 
21:23:12 AG-Scribe: this relationship is the birthright of all of us. 
21:23:40 AG-Scribe: and the feeling and the sweetness of this association of atmas 
 
HOMEWORK: from last week episode 12 
 

- Try out the Searchie function. 
- Take a VRAT --- What will you change in your life this week? Based on what you have 

learned in Chapter 2 & 3. Take note of what changes. 
 
HOMEWORK: from this week episode 13 
 
v.184 - who is not envious of others: Watch when we become envious of someone or 
something or someone's things. 
 
Sing this song to Krishna: (see the FB group page for a link to a beautiful version) 

 
hari haraya namaha 

krishna yadavayah namaha 
yadavaya madhavaya keshavaya namaha 
gopala govinda ram shri madhu sudhan 
giridari gopinatha mahadhana mohan 
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